SOC 404 A: SOCIOLOGY IN PRACTICE: COMMUNITY/CIVIC INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

- Winter 2019

View in MyPlan
View in Time Schedule
Meeting Time: T 11:30am - 1:20pm
Location: DEN 210
SLN: 19939
Instructor:

Anne Tseng
View profile

Catalog Description:
Combines real-world benefits of internships with critical reflections provided in a seminar. Students intern as local agencies and organizations, and may either come with their own internship or apply for specialized internships through the Sociology Department. Students may receive a maximum of 10 credits from SOC 402, SOC 403, SOC 404, and SOC 494.

GE Requirements:
Individuals and Societies (I&S)
Credits: 5.0
Status: Active
Last updated: August 2, 2019 - 9:09pm